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The $100 000 paining of my very great grandma

In my basement there sits a very old painting. This is the story of how I found it and what it is painted of.

One day my mom and dad left for the airport, and of course I was home alone. They felt i was responsible, so

left me at home. In a way i was sorta happy, because it was that of the mean babysitter, Mrs. Last name .

Back to the story.

I was Feeling so went down to the basement. The basement was barely ever visited, only maybe once a

year, but only to put stuff down there for storage. By the way i am only 9 years old so it was sort of scary. When

i got down to the bottom of the stairs I saw a whole bunch of stuff. Boxes and bags of books, CDs,

Item ending in 's' old toys, photos, Item ending in 's' and alot more. Then I came to a Size' box.

I had no idea what was inside so I opened it. It was a painting. At the bottom it had a gold plaque that said 'Mia

Revue 1846-1912'. It also said '$100 000'. That was my grandma! My very great grandma. It must be 100-170

years old. It was a portrait of her sitting in a rocking chair reading a book. I put it back in the box and looked at

other stuff. About an hour later I went upstairs and watched T.V. That was how I found the painting.
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